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 The Pseudography of Hidai Nankoku

 RYAN HOLMBERG

 After World War II, Japanese calligraphers

 were posed with a problem: a potential audi-
 ence that did not read Japanese. The basis

 of their art - written language - appeared

 parochial. For, to access the semantic content

 of writing, one has to have linguistic compe-

 tence. How, then, to make calligraphy, to

 borrow a popular period phrase, "world rele-

 vant"? The world, of course, was not going
 to learn kanji, the Sino-Japanese graph. So,

 kanji had to learn the world, and to learn
 it, first define it. Calligraphers were well

 aware - after all, it was an integral part of

 their art - that writing has a graphics in

 addition to a semantics. Even if not legible,

 writing is sensible: it has material form that

 can be perceived and appreciated indepen-
 dently of semantic content. And as an object
 of vision, a faculty shared by all but the

 blind, the graphics of writing were thought
 not in need of translation. Claims for the

 universal were made upon this, the aesthetic

 dimension of writing. But what use, then,
 for the linguistic sign, when it served only

 to limit and exclude ? Why not pure form ?

 If universal legibility was the ideal, what

 good was calligraphy, an art that held at its

 core a discriminating obscurity?
 Hidai Nankoku holds a privileged place

 in the history of postwar Japanese calligra-

 phy. His Work i: Variation on Lightning of

 1945 (fig. 1) is often upheld as precedent for

 the various experimentations that prolifer-

 ated amongst Tokyo and Kyoto calligraphy
 circles beginning in the late 1940s and early
 1950s. Most art-historical accounts concur

 that its prime achievement lies in the disasso-

 ciation of the graphics of writing from the

 linguistic sign. The basic claim and exuber-
 ance of curator Alexandra Munroe's gloss is
 typical: "With this work, hitsui- the artist's
 brush intention - achieved full independence

 from the constraints of written language."1

 The dependence of Work 1: Variation on

 Lightning on a graphemic model, however,
 is quite evident. After all, the work is so

 titled for its formal improvisations on an

 archaic Chinese seal-script character for

 lightning, dating to around the third century

 B.c.E. Perusal of the archive suggests that

 creative rendition of paleographs (ancient
 writing) was a common tactic of calligra-

 phers aspiring to modernity in the first

 postwar decade, particularly those based in
 Tokyo.2 But in the early 1950s, the basis for

 formal experimentation changed suddenly
 and, with a few exceptions, almost totally.

 The arrival into Japan of photographic
 reproductions of contemporary American
 and European painting persuaded the major-
 ity of vanguard calligraphers that the future

 lay with gestural abstraction. Exhibitions of
 the real thing in years to follow reinforced
 this conviction and showed what the work

 in
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 in reproduction did not: that heavy facture

 went with gesture. Japanese painting and

 calligraphy became gloopier, fleshier, and

 generally de trop. Nankoku adapted to this
 new mode, using it to update his paleography.

 The choreograph, a graphic figure

 emphasizing gesture choreographed to
 the basic contours and stroke order of a

 grapheme (the basic unit of written lan-

 guage), was the dominant mode of experi-
 mental calligraphy practice as of the mid-

 1950S. It is the action painting of calligraphy
 and is associated most of all with the mem-

 bers of the Bokujinkai (Ink People Associa-
 tion), founded in 1952 and based in Kyoto.

 In general, the work of these artists is charac-

 terized by fat liquid brushstrokes, with much

 blob and drip, their gesturality pushing the

 grapheme to the point of illegibility. Experi-
 ments in implement and medium facilitated
 experiments in graphic form; the calligra-

 pher's treasury now might include oversized
 brushes, brooms, oil paint, enamel, encaus-

 tic, lacquer, and metallic slurry. For a brief

 period between 1955 and 1956, a few deserted

 the grapheme for nonfiguration. A new

 problem arose for the calligrapher: the end

 of writing, entailing the end of calligraphy.

 Wont to abandon their field of competence,

 most soon reground gesture upon the con-
 tours of the grapheme, following traditional

 stroke order and the most general conven-

 tions of composition. The choreograph, ini-

 tially the progressive solution to calligraphy's

 parochialism, soon became the conservative
 answer to paintings influence.

 The case of Nankoku diverges. As early

 as 1951, signs of the newest in the world of

 painting were evident in his work. Linear
 abstraction, "allover-ness," gestural traces,
 and thick facture informed his paleography

 evermore (see fig. 2). Then, in 1955, he pro-
 duced a series of Lightning works in oil on

 Fig. 1. Hidai Nankoku, Work 1: Variation on Lightning,

 1945. Ink on paper, i69/i6 x 263/s in. (42 x 67 cm). Chiba

 City Museum of Art

 Fig. 2. Cover oîBokubi, no. 5 (October 1951),
 with Hidai Nankoku's Work 9: Lightning no. 2, 19 51.

 Hyõgo Prefectural Museum of Modern Art

 canvas more fully in the vein of Abstract

 Expressionism, Art Informel, and the Gutai.
 His model - ancient- was distinct from the

 standard-use characters favored by the chore-

 ographers. His relationship to the grapheme
 was nonetheless similar: abstract but main-

 tain the grapheme. Subsequent develop-
 ments, however, put distance between
 Nankoku and the mainstream of modernist

 calligraphy practice. Unlike his contempo-
 raries, Nankoku did not reentrench non-

 figurative impulses in the linguistic sign.
 This led him to tread a fine line in generic
 distinction. In 1959, following exhibition of
 work at the Fifth São Paolo Biennial, he was

 invited to conversation with Morita Shiryü,

 cofounder of the Bokujinkai, and vociferous
 spokesman for the choreograph. In explana-
 tion of method, Nankoku reiterated the

 paléographie inspiration of his work:

 113
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 "Whether I write or do not write characters

 [moji', I do incorporate fragments of ancient

 writing. I attempt to copy them, to be

 honest."3 Yet, for Nankoku the grapheme

 was not essential. Against Morita's iron insis-

 tence on the graphemic basis of calligraphy,

 he offered the following: "Communication
 of line, that is what I think calligraphy is.
 That is how I have studied it."4 Semantics

 or graphics - which is prime? Is calligraphy

 in essence an art of writing or an art of line?

 Work shown at São Paolo displayed debts
 to the structure of writing. Nonetheless,

 the status of the grapheme was ambivalent,
 and it would remain so as Nankoku further

 developed in the coming years a practice
 that indicated then eschewed, eschewed

 then indicated, the written linguistic sign.
 Various traditions host practices of

 pseudowriting, in which graphic marks

 and their arrangement, in the words of a

 scholar of Maya artifacts, "carry the general-

 ized appearance of text but not its linguistic

 meaning."5 These counterfeit graphemes
 mimic writing in various formal aspects:

 in their location on the picture plane, their

 position relative to other varieties of graphic

 mark, the syntax of multiple graphs, and

 the internal composition of single graphs.

 Form, thus, signifies writing. But the "writ-

 ing" itself does not signify- except itself as

 writing. This feature of the pseudograph
 points to a usually unremarked feature of

 the grapheme: to be read as linguistic sign,

 the grapheme must first be recognized as
 a vehicle of semantic content. It must first

 be recognized as writing. Choreographic
 calligraphy had been well aware of this

 issue. Illegibility was a minor byproduct
 of gesture and abstraction. The greater
 threat was a work's nonrecognition as writ-

 ing, because this meant its nondistinction
 from painting. To ensure that choreographs
 were identified as graphemes, titles were

 appended naming the characters brushed
 therein. The result is a sort of deciphered
 hieroglyph: the title as legend for the seman-

 tic elucidation of an otherwise puzzling

 114

 graphic array. To the standard double

 articulation of the grapheme - its legibility

 as sign and its sensibility as form - postwar

 Japanese calligraphy thus highlights a third

 articulation: its recognizability as linguistic

 sign. The pseudograph plays across these
 registers of articulation, mimicking the

 graphics of writing so that the work evokes

 writing, but without harboring linguistic

 sign. It offered a solution to the dual prob-

 lem that beset postwar calligraphers: the

 status of the linguistic sign and the influence

 of painting. It claimed the cultural authority

 and identity of calligraphy, without the

 discriminations of the linguistic sign. It

 claimed the aesthetics of nonfigurative

 painting, without the nondistinction of
 culture and medium that notions of univer-

 sal form imply. Pseudography claimed the
 best of both worlds.

 From 1957 on, Nankoku created works

 that resemble choreographic calligraphy
 in their brushwork and composition but

 are not renditions of specific graphemes.

 Nankoku's Work #âj-ip (fig. 3), bequeathed
 to the Yale University Art Gallery by Richard

 Brown Baker, is a representative work of
 his in this mode. Nankoku executed the

 work in black sumi ink; the substrate is a fine

 handmade paper known as torinokogami,
 or "hen's egg paper," named for its eggshell

 color.6 He chose a variety of this type of

 paper sized in resin to reduce ink absorption.

 Nankoku exploited this property to create a
 work with strong and varied surface textures.

 Smearing is dominant. Slurry has been
 dragged across the resistant surface, leaving
 traceries where the brush hairs splayed and

 ridges where the ink was pushed out beyond
 the pressure centers of the brush. Decalco-

 mania effects were also pursued, visible

 where the brush was lifted slowly upward,

 the departing fibers lightly tickling the ink,

 Fig. 3. Hidai Nankoku, Work #aß-ip, 196}. Ink on

 paper, 60 x 47% in. (152.4 x 121.3 cm). Yale University

 Art Gallery, Richard Brown Baker, b.a. 1935, Collec-

 tion, 2008.19.257
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 leaving small specks and curlicues at the

 site of disengagement, as at far left, within
 the bulbous end of the middle stroke of

 the work. Elsewhere, where ink has pooled

 too greatly and with a higher ratio of water,

 evaporation has produced marbling, and
 in other passages, a parched and flaking
 hardpan. Calligraphy is usually considered
 an art of the brush. But as far as brushwork

 goes, Nankoku's pseudographs are largely
 unexceptional, displaying little of the mas-
 tery of line, corner, pressure, and ligature

 that one would expect of a trained calligra-
 pher. Instead, it is the various textures of

 ink that have been foregrounded. The
 impact of contemporary painting, in which
 liquid facture had achieved the status of
 international style, is clear.

 Traditional signs of Sino-Japanese writ-

 ing abound in the Nankoku pseudograph.
 Work #63-19 is marked, toward the bottom

 right, with a square cinnabar seal, the artist's

 signature. It shows not his name but rather

 a geometric rendition of the seal script for

 lightningy his trademark. As for the ink work,

 strokes descend vertically, in the convention

 of East Asian writing. Ligatures link one

 graph to the next, a nod to cursive script.

 At the same time, an underlying discreteness

 of graphs is suggested through emphatic

 spacing of strokes. This too signifies Sino-

 Japanese grapheme, often a compound of
 constituents, each with its own semantic

 and sometimes phonetic value. But there is

 no grapheme here. Basic literacy in East
 Asian calligraphy will identify Work #63-19

 as pseudography. Its first two strokes, for

 example, are anomalies. There is no calli-
 graphic brushstroke, at least within the stan-

 dard orthography of East Asian writing, that

 goes from right to left then down, as in the

 first stroke, or that dots right then lifts and

 lands proceeding left, as in the second. The
 lower assembly of two forms, on the other

 hand, accords more closely with traditional

 handwriting patterns. The left-right-down of
 the first graph in this lower half of the work

 is a cornerstone of Sino-Japanese writing. Its

 116

 head, its left end and point of origin, like-

 wise demonstrates proper calligraphic form:

 the brush composes itself upon contact,

 spreading the ink in a rough square, creating
 a steady base before proceeding. As for the

 bottom element, there is no squiggle in any

 of the classical scripts, but cursive renderings

 of lateral dot sequences (as in the rekkaten

 fire radical) provide a potential template, at

 least tenuously. It appropriately starts at

 the left and extends the width of the previ-

 ous graph, as a well-composed constituent
 should. But inappropriately it goes upward,

 once then twice, its risings too uniformly

 thick to be categorized convincingly as

 ligatures. Such aberrant trajectories are

 common in Nankoku s pseudographs.
 Some stem from paleography. In his 1959

 exchange with Morita, Nankoku pointed
 out that the stroke order and direction of

 archaic graphemes is not always known,
 and when they are known, they do not

 necessarily accord with classical or modern

 conventions.7 These observations opened
 a door. More than just a novel vocabulary

 of forms, paleography suggested that there

 was a way to write - a way to move the

 brush - that was grounded in precedent
 but not governed by the orthographic
 standards of common literacy, standards

 upheld by the mainstream of calligraphic

 practice and dominant vanguard groups
 like the Bokujinkai.

 Titling is telling. As of 1955, Nankoku
 no longer resorted to the linguistic handle
 of the title. Henceforth, all of his works were

 numbered in the sequence of their creation.
 In 1957 the system was reorganized around
 year: Work #63-19 is presumably the nine-

 teenth work of 1963. Sequence is fairly narra-

 tive: the reworking of a formal idea can be
 perceived between one work and the next.
 Radical shifts are also not uncommon, mark-

 ing exhausted ideas and new beginnings. In
 the same 1959 conversation, Nankoku spoke
 of the importance of "improvisation"
 (sokkyõ) in calligraphic practice: "I want to

 be clear. Calligraphy is something that comes
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 out through improvisation. I believe that
 it is improvisational work. It comes out by
 itself when I am not conscious of it. Even

 if you were to try to consciously draw/

 write [kaku] a line, the line you write will

 not be the same as the one you intended.

 It is the same with a musical performer

 who is unable to perform while thinking."

 The pseudograph is an improvisation. The
 instruments are ink and brush. The forms

 are various : paleography, epigraphy, the vari-

 ous orthodox modes of brushed calligraphy,

 as well as gesture and facture in contempo-

 rary painting. The choreograph, too, pulled
 from various sources, both within and out-

 side the history of writing proper. The differ-
 ence is the status of a model. The choreo-

 graph is a rendition. It organizes citations for

 a new interpretation of a specific model, a

 grapheme, its score. The pseudograph has
 no model. It might begin with a given form,
 like a conventional stroke or a seal script

 curve. And it might follow familiar trajecto-

 ries, downward or rightward. The final shape

 might also be familiar, a column of strokes,

 of common width, grouping together in
 units and nascent figures. For the pseudo-

 graph, it is the graphemic that organizes,

 the general-most laws of figuring in writing,

 not the template of a specific grapheme. The

 choreograph title names the model of which

 the work is a rendition. The pseudograph
 title catalogues occasions of improvisation.

 i. Alexandra Munroe, Japanese Art after 1945: Scream

 Against the Sky (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1994),

 129. For another English-language account of postwar

 developments in Japanese calligraphy, see Bert

 Winther-Tamaki, Art in the Encounter of Nations

 (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2001),
 67-89.

 2. Image-rich overviews of postwar experimental

 calligraphy include: Sho to kaiga no netsuki jidai,

 ip4$-ipâp, exh. cat. (Tokyo: O bijutsukan, 1992);
 and Hidai Nankoku and Uno Sesson, eds., Gendai

 sho, 3 vols. (Tokyo: Yüzankaku shuppan, 1983).

 3. Morita Shiryü, Hidai Nankoku, and Tokudaiji

 Kimehide, "Nani o dõ kangaete iru ka?," Bokubi,
 no. 87 (June 1959): 37.

 4. Ibid.

 5. Adam Herring, Art and Writing in the Maya Cities,

 A.D. 600-800: A Poetics of Line (Cambridge: Cam-

 bridge University Press, 2005), 129.

 6. The paper is identified in Hidai Nankoku

 sakuhinshü (Yokohama: Shogakuin shuppanbu, 1987),
 136.

 7. Morita, Hidai, and Tokudaiji, "Nani o dõ kangaete
 iru ka?," 38.

 8. Ibid., 39.
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